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The Howard County Roving Radish 
2014 Pilot Program 

 
MISSION: 

The Roving Radish is dedicated to promoting farm to table healthy eating habits to our 

community while creating sustainable markets for our local and regional farms and 

providing job training for inmates at the Howard County Corrections Department 

(HCCD). 

GOALS:  

1. Promote healthy farm to table eating habits: 

Promote farm to table healthy eating habits in our community by providing 

affordable meal kits.  The meal kits include two recipes to prepare two meals for a 

family of four, with all the fresh produce and proteins sourced from local and 

regional farms.  The produce will be processed and packaged when possible and 

almost all ingredients needed to make the meals provided, to add to the 

convenience of the meal kit.  The meal kits will be delivered to several locations 

throughout Howard County.  These pick-up locations are determined by their 

ease of access and food access needs of the community. 

 
2. Support local farms: 

Our goal is to create sustainable new markets for local and regional farmers by 

purchasing produce and proteins from them for the Roving Radish meal kits.  By 

having recipes pre-planned around the growing seasons, we can give advance 

notice to farmers for our produce and protein needs, giving them a secure source 

of income for that year.  By creating a secure market for our local and regional 

farms we can allow them to grow and continue farming in our county and 

throughout the region. 

 
3. Job Training for Howard County Detention Center: 

Our goal is to provide job training to local inmates at the HCCD to help facilitate 

them obtaining jobs after incarceration as well as provide them an opportunity to 

provide a positive impact on their community.  Our meal kits are packed, and the 

produce processed by the detention center inmates, allowing them to be trained 

in culinary skills. 
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The Howard County Roving Radish 
Overview 

 
 

The 2014 Roving Radish pilot program was an overall success. The program sold 2,481 

meal kits, 231 more than originally projected, with the goal of 50% percent of the meal 

kits sold at a subsidized cost met.  All these goals were achieved under the projected 

budget with a total final investment from Howard County of approximately $33,000. 

Along with county support the program had extensive community support.  The Roving 

Radish financially was supported by Horizon Foundation with $68,600 and United Way 

with $50,000. Wegmans provided support by assisting in creating a Hazard Analysis & 

Critical Control Points (HACCP) plan, donating packaging and startup kits, lending 

packing totes, recipe testing and training of inmates.  Apple Ford provided a lease, free 

of charge, for the refrigerated van used and McCormick donated spices that were 

included in the startup kit. These supporters where essential for the success of the 

program and in the future we look for their and others support. 

The Roving Radish had a loyal following with 495 total families participating. The 

Roving Radish website limited 25 orders per delivery location. With this limitation, the 

meal kits were sold out each week. In order to secure their orders, customers even 

ordered meal kits for future weeks prior to recipes being posted.  The program had a 

positive impact on the community promoting healthy farm to table eating habits, 

exposing the community to different vegetables and teaching families basic cooking 

skills. 

Along with the Roving Radish’s mission to promote healthy farm to table eating, it 

supported local and regional farms by purchasing from them $48,890 of produce and 

proteins.  This created a new market for farms, helping them financially and adding to 

the effort to keep these farms viable for the future.  Produce and proteins where 

primarily provided by Common Market in Philadelphia from regional farms.  When 

produce or protein could not be obtained through Common Market the Roving Radish 

ordered from local farmers.   

The preparing of produce and packing of meal kits was performed by the inmates at the 

HCCD.  The detention center did an outstanding job and where an essential part of the 

Roving Radish.  The free labor for ingredients preparation and meal kit packing kept the 

meal kits affordable all the while training the inmates in culinary skills.  This training 

was initially provided by the chefs of Wegmans and then continued by the kitchen staff 

of the HCCD.  The training provided to the inmates will help prepare them for jobs in 

culinary fields, as well as be a positive way for them to serve their community while the 
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serve their sentence.  In the future, the program looks to expand this training with more 

chefs training and a written curriculum. 

For further, in depth analysis - the program has been broken down into five different 

phases; Pre-order Administrative, Ordering and Procurement, Meal Kit Assembly, 

Delivery, and Post Administrative.  Each phase will be accompanied by procedures done 

in the pilot, analysis, and recommendations.  
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The Howard County Roving Radish 
Analysis & Recommendations 

 

Administrative Pre-order Phase:  

Procedures 
 

1. Recipe Selection: (Food Policy Executive Committee) 

Every two weeks, four recipes were selected for the next block of (4) weeks. Ideally, 

recipes would be selected from a database of recipes that are organized by proteins and 

produce. Recipes were chosen to correspond with the regional produce that was in 

season.  These recipes were sent to our website manager to update and Common Market 

for procurement planning.   

2. Website Updating: (Market Manager, Web Manager) 

The Roving Radish website was updated every Friday with recipes for the following 

week’s meal kit.  Four weeks of meal kits were shown on the website at all times. 

3. Customer Order/Pick-up Reminders: (Market Manager) 

On Fridays, an e-mail was sent to them reminding them they have until next Thursday to 

purchase the upcoming meal kit. On Monday customers that had ordered kits would be 

emailed reminding them of their pick-up time and location.  This was sent via Mail 

Chimp. 

Analysis 
 

The pilot was able to provide 40 different recipes that fit the nutrimental requirements 

based on Healthy Howard standards. The recipes were all well received by customers 

with several recipes being favored. Due to the nutritional requirements and limited types 

of proteins offered (Chicken, Turkey, Beef) recipe selection was challenging. With limited 

time before the start of the program, recipes were developed while the program was 

running leaving little time to check ingredients, pricing, and plan produce and protein 

procurement.  

The recipes where updated each week for the following week, but because of difficulty 

obtaining recipes - only the next week of recipes were posted. Customers were not always 

able to see future recipes to order because the recipes were not available. This did not 

impact the program greatly because of its popularity and limited number of kits 

available. Many customers where ordering meal kits prior to posting of recipes to make 

sure they could obtain a kit for future weeks. 

The customer reminders were very effective and popular. Customer feedback on the 

reminders was very positive. Customers often waited to receive these reminders to order.  
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The order reminders listed the recipe for that week and a link to the ordering webpage.  

The pickup reminders where instituted after week 4.  Early on, we had a high percentage 

of customers who forgot to pick up their meal-kits. By sending these reminders, we 

significantly lowered the number of “no shows”. 

Recommendation 
 

Planning recipes for the entire program should be completed prior to beginning delivery 

of meal kits.  This would allow for time to check pricing of ingredients, make 

adjustments to recipes as necessary and coordinate produce for recipes with season 

availability.  By planning recipes ahead of time the program could better control the cost 

of the meal kits as well as post all recipes to the website for customers to view.  Planning 

of recipes could be done by Market Manager with the assistance of volunteers.  

Volunteers could not only help find different recipes but then prepare the recipes double 

checking the instructions making adjustments as necessary and taking a photo of the 

finished dish. 

 

Ordering & Procurement Phase: 

Procedures    

4. Customer Ordering: (Web Manager / Market Manager) 

Customers ordered their meal kit and choose their pick-up location via the website.  

Orders had to be placed by Thursday at midnight before week of delivery.  Once orders 

are placed, a reminder will be sent out a day prior to pick-up time. 

5. Obtaining of Orders: (Market Manager) 

On Friday morning, a list of customers with meal kits ordered was obtained from the 

website.  To facilitate delivery of orders, the customer list was sorted by location, last 

name, prepaid customers and customers to pay on site. 

6. Procurement : (Market Manager) 

On the Monday, a week before delivery, proteins were ordered based on estimated sales 

for the following week.  Extra proteins not sold were stored by Common Market for 

future kits.  Friday produce was ordered from Common Market as well as the final 

number of proteins needed to be delivered on Monday.  A list of leftover proteins were 

kept to be incorporated in future meal kits.  Other items needed from Wegmans or Giant 

were ordered on Friday, for Monday pick-up. 

7. Labels and Recipe Cards: (Market Manager, Detention Center) 

On Friday, prior to delivery, all recipe cards were printed and labels for packaging 

formatted on Avery labels templates for printing.  Labels for food were printed and 

delivered to the detention center to be printed for packaging.  At the same time, the 

detention center was made aware of the deliveries they are going to receive on Monday. 
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Analysis 

The ordering portion of the website was done in a short amount of time, and although 

functional, it does have elements that need improving.  On numerous occasions, we had 

multiple orders from customers for the same week, and customers thinking they 

ordered for a given week when in fact they did not. This was due to the fact that 

customer could not view their orders online.  This was a problem for the program due to 

the fact we limited the amount of kits sold at each site.  Customers ordering multiple kits 

by mistake took away the opportunity for other customers to order.  We compensated 

for this problem by adding additional kits to each site as well as email our customers if 

we had additional kits available after the ordering was closed for that week.  Another 

problem area for the website’s ordering page was the inability to allow customer to see if 

a site was sold out.  Customers had to enter all their information and proceed to check 

out before being notified that the location they ordered from was sold out.  The 

customer then had to repeat the process for a different site making the process very 

frustrating at times.  Customers also reported difficulties paying online and using their 

password to access their accounts.  Although this was a problem for only a portion of 

customers, it leads us to believe this part of the website needs to be made easier to 

navigate and thoroughly tested. 

Downloading orders was easily done via the internet. All the ordering information was 

sorted in Excel to allow for further data analysis and to provide necessary information 

during deliveries.   

Common Market, a nonprofit organization, was selected for procurement because their 

mission matched well with the pilot program and they had the ability to provide the 

majority of produce and proteins needed.  By using them for procurement, it allowed the 

market manager to focus on distribution and implementation of the program.  When 

local produce was needed to be purchased it was easily obtained from Howard County 

farmers, although it was necessary for it to be picked up from those farms.  The 

relationship the Roving Radish had with Common Market helped foster business 

relationships between two local Howard County farms, leading to purchases of their 

produce. Common Market has indicated that they would like to continue these 

relationships in the coming year as well as creating some more relationships with more 

Howard County farms. 

Procurement of proteins on Monday, prior to week of delivery, worked well giving 

adequate time for suppliers to obtain the proteins.  We ordered estimated proteins 

needed for the upcoming kit and where easily able to save extra proteins because they 

were delivered frozen.  Produce was ordered on Fridays the week before delivery.  This 

left little time to obtain produce before delivery on Monday for preparation of meal kits; 

however Common Market typically was able to obtain all of the produce.  Canned and 
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dry goods where ordered on Thursday for Monday pick-up.  This timing worked well 

and gave adequate time for procurement.  All vendors for produce, proteins, and dry 

goods seemed to benefit from having potential products to be ordered for a given week 

available to them a week or more in advanced.  Even though this did not give them exact 

amounts of product, it helped them with planning.   

Printing of recipe cards and labels for the Roving Radish was done in the Howard 

County Office of Environmental Sustainability by the Food Policy Director or Market 

Manager.  The recipe cards were first printed for the program on 8”x 11” card stock, two 

to a sheet and then cut in half.  We found by purchasing 8” x 5”card stock paper with the 

printed graphics for the Roving Radish we were able to save ink and time. The labels for 

the ingredients where printed on 6120 Avery Tabs.  These labels were very important to 

our customers, helping them not only identify ingredients, but color coding of these 

labels made it clear which ingredients went with which each recipe.   

Recommendations 

The website for the Roving Radish needs to be overhauled to make the ordering process 

more user-friendly and help limit the amount of unintended orders as well as confusion 

for customers.  The website is a very important part of the program, not only for taking 

orders, but also communicating important information about the program.  The 

overhaul to the website should not only increase the ease of use for customers but for 

staff as well.  The website should be easily updated to allow for special offers and 

changes with the program. 

Procurement through Common Market was a good way for the program to obtain 

proteins and produce during the pilot year. However, now that the programs logistics 

and operations have been formulated, there should be adequate time for the Market 

Manager to source more of the produce and proteins locally.  This would create a 

significant economic impact on our local farmers and in turn positively impact our local 

economy.  Common market should still be used for sources of produce and proteins as 

necessary.  Wholesalers should be used to obtain dry goods and groceries to obtain 

canned goods.  To help control cost of meal kits, sponsors for spices, dry goods and 

canned goods should be obtained.  These sponsors would supply their goods at a 

reduced cost, and in turn, their names would be displayed on all recipes, vehicles, and 

the website and at all Roving Radish events. 

The schedule of procurement of produce should be adjusted from Friday to Thursday 

morning to allow for more time to ensure produce can be obtained.  Also a list of 

produce, proteins, dry goods and spices should be sent to vendors one week in advance 

to allow for planning and ensure products are available upon ordering. 
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Recipe cards should continue to be printed on 5”x 8” card stock with logo preprinted to 

keep printing time and ink use lower.  Recipe cards should continue to contain 

nutritional information preparation time, and cook time but should also list sponsors of 

the program. 

Meal Kit Assembly Phase 

Procedures 

8. Sanitizing of Roving Radish Van 

Monday morning refrigeration compartment of van was cleaned and sanitized. 

9. Delivery of Common Market Product: (Common Market) 

Monday morning Common Market delivered protein and produce to HCCD.   Proteins 

and produce were delivered in a refrigerated truck and kept at, or under, 41 degrees.  

Common Market was responsible for keeping product at appropriate temperatures and 

keeping necessary temperature logs. 

10.  Delivery of Wegmans’ Product and Recipe/Instruction: (Market 

Manager) 

On Monday morning the Market Manager will pick up and deliver Wegmans product, 

recipe cards and necessary packaging items to the detention center.  Items needing 

refrigeration will 

be kept at or under 41 degrees.  Temperature logs will be kept during delivery. (See 

Temperature Log procedures) 

11. Unloading of Products: (Detention Center) 

Produce and proteins on arrival at Detention Center will be unloaded and stored in walk 

in cooler.  The walk in cooler will be kept at or under 41 degrees.  Dry goods will be 

stored in the pantry waiting for packing.  

12. Packaging of Meal Kits: (Detention Center) 

a) Preparing of produce: 

Produce will be removed from walk in cooler and preparation area will be 

setup.  All produce will be washed in a victory wash for 90 seconds.  Once 

produce is washed it will be prepared as necessary (chopping, dicing, etc) 

according to preparation instructions. Preparation instructional cards will 

be provided to the detention center.  

b) Chilling of produce: 

Once produce is prepared it will be put in approved containers and put 

back in refrigerator to chill. 

c) Packaging of produce: 

Once produce is chilled it will be taken out of the walk in refrigerator and 

packed in appropriate containers.  Containers will be labeled with allergy 

information and their contents. 

d) Assembly of Meal Kits: 

As produce is being packaged, meal kits will be assembled at same time.  

Meal kits will be packaged in a paper bag in the following order.  Protein 
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will be placed on the bottom, produce in the middle and dry goods on top 

including recipe card.  All proteins will be put into a plastic bag to help 

contain moisture.   Lighter and fragile items should always be put on top.    

A written list of steps in processing, packaging, and final packaged 

produce will be provided to detention center. 
***NOTE:  Proteins and prepared produce should not be out of walk in cooler longer than two 

hours.  If assembly of kits takes longer than one hour, proteins and prepared produce 

should be stored in refrigerator and removed as needed for packaging. 

 

e) Chilling of Meal Kits: 

Once meal kits are assembled they will be put back in walk in cooler and 

chilled to or under 41 degrees prior to pick up for delivery. 
***NOTE:  Proteins and prepared produce should not be out of walk in cooler longer than two 

hours.  If assembly of kits takes longer than one hour, proteins and prepared produce 

should be stored in refrigerator and removed as needed for packaging 

 
****NOTE:  If refrigeration fails or meal kits, produce, or proteins exceed storage temperatures 

(41 degrees or lower) for more than 4 hours consult contingency plans for procedures to be 

taken. 

Analysis 

Delivery of produce, proteins, dry goods and canned goods on Monday morning gave 

enough time to process the produce for delivery of kits on Tuesday and Wednesday.  The 

detention center had ample cold and dry storage for the ingredients with one exception. 

During the week before Thanksgiving, when cold storage was limited due to increased 

volume of food prepared, we were able to obtain cold storage for that week though TLV 

Farm in Glenelg, MD.   

Processing of produce and measuring of ingredients for meal kits was done during the 

day on Monday and Tuesday.  The processing of the ingredients took 3 inmates 4 – 8 

hours depending on recipe.  Once all ingredients was prepared, packaged and labeled in 

containers, meal kits were assembled for Tuesday on Monday and for Wednesday on 

Tuesday between 5:30 pm and 9:30 pm.  Packing was performed by 5 inmates/staff and 

took 30 minutes to 1 hr. depending on the amount of ingredients in the kit.  The meal 

kits were assembled in an assembly line fashion with three meal kits placed in a 

stackable crate and then stored in walk in cooler to be loaded in van the following day 

for delivery.   

The detention center did an exceptional job in packing the meal kits.  The inmates, 

under Mrs. Martin, Dietary officer, and her staff Veronica Pointer and Ashley Gibson, 

prepared and packed the meal kits properly and had meal kits available for delivery.  

Without the efforts of this staff, the inmates with additional support of their Director, 

Jack Kavanagh and Deputy Director, Patricia Schupple, this program would not have 

been successful.  While preparing and packing the Roving Radish meal kits the 
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detention center kitchen was still preparing 340 meals 3 times a day for the inmate 

population.  This made the job of preparing and packaging of kits at the detention center 

a challenge.  The detention center was able to prepare and package a maximum of 140 

meal kits per week.  This was the maximum output for the detention center due to the 

amount of cold storage available and time and space needed to process produce and 

ingredients.   

The packaging used for the meal kits were white plastic take out bags with most 

ingredients packed in different size plastic deli cup containers with lids and some in 

plastic bags.  The deli cup containers where awkward to pack in certain kits with a lot of 

ingredients and when put under any pressure, their lids popped off.  When packaging 

liquids in these deli cups they had to be wrapped in cellophane in order to prevent 

leaking of liquids.  This prevented most off the containers from leaking.   

Recommendations 

In order to grow the program to become self-sustaining, a permanent facility would be 

necessary.  A permanent facility with dedicated preparation space, walk in refrigeration 

and freezer space, would allow for an increase in production of meal kits.  It would also 

afford the opportunity to better manage inventory and packaging.  The Roving Radish 

would still need labor provided by the HCCD on a work release basis.  A facility would 

also allow for more training of inmates in culinary skills.  This training could be 

provided by volunteer local chefs.  The training provided could be documented for 

inmates to help assist them in obtaining employment upon their release. 

Packaging of ingredients should be changed from plastic deli cup container to vacuum 

sealed bags.  The vacuum sealed bags would allow for better packaging of liquids, 

preservation of produce, easier packaging and a lower cost of packaging.   After the 

initial investment of the chamber vacuum sealer ($2,800) the bags for the vacuum 

sealer have an average cost of .06 cents compared to the deli containers at an average 

cost of .35 cents.  In the pilot year of the Roving Radish 12,500 containers where used at 

a cost of $4,375 opposed to $750 that would have been spent if vacuum bags where 

used.  At the current predicted sales of year two, the chamber vacuum sealer with the 

savings achieved would pay for itself by the end of that year two. 

Delivery Phase 

13. Sanitizing of Roving Radish Van: (Market Manager) 

Before each delivery the refrigeration compartment of van was cleaned and sanitized. 

14. Picking up of Meal Kits: (Market Manager) 

The Roving Radish van’s refrigerated box was chilled to 41 degrees at least an hour 

before pick-up.  Van arrived for pick up of meal kits between 9:30 and 10:00 am on 

Tuesday and Wednesday mornings.  This may need to be adjusted depending on pick-up 
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times and quantity of meal kits sold. Before loading of refrigerated box the temperature 

of the box was checked.  A temperature log was kept for every two hours refrigerated box 

contains product. (See Temperature Log Procedures) 

 

15. Delivery of Meal Kits: (Market Manager) 

Meal kits were delivered to pick up sites a half hour before scheduled pick-up time (see 

Delivery Schedule).   Van was able to remain refrigerated for durations of deliveries 

keeping the temperature 41 degrees or below.   

****NOTE:  If refrigeration fails or meal kits, produce, or proteins exceed storage 

temperatures (41 degrees or lower) for more than 4 hours consult contingency plans for 

procedures to be taken. 

16. Disbursement of Meal Kits: (Market Manager, (1) Volunteer) 

Van was at drop-off site a half an hour before pickup and after pick up times.  The total 

time on site distributing meals was 2 hours. Once van was dropped off, the tent and table 

were able to be set up adjacent to the van.  The table had a sign attached on either end of 

table, one for prepaid customer and one for pay on site customers. This will create two 

separate lines making disbursement of meal kits more efficient.  Typically, a volunteer 

was responsible for giving kits to prepaid customers.  The volunteer was provided with a 

list of prepaid customers on a clip board.  The Market Manager handled all pay-on-site 

customers to include processing of credit cards, EBT cards and acceptance of cash.  As 

customer received their kits, they were marked off on either the prepaid customer list or 

pay onsite customer list.  The pay onsite list also had a column to mark if customers paid 

credit, EBT or cash.  All cash was kept in a cash box.  Once all pick-ups at a site were 

completed, or the time of pick-up was over, cash and credit card transactions were 

reconciled for that location by the Market Manager. 

17. Disbursement of Left Over Meal Kits: (Market Manager) 

At the last drop off location of the day, the number of meal kits left were counted and a 

local food bank/shelter was contacted to arrange delivery/pick-up of kits.  Meal kits were 

kept refrigerated at or below 41 degrees until delivered or picked up.  We had three 

outlets to donate food: Bridgeway Community Church, Monarch Mills and HopeWorks.  

Their contact information and capabilities are listed in the Roving Radish Contact list. 

 
****NOTE:  If refrigeration fails or meal kits, produce, or proteins exceed storage 

temperatures for more than 4 hours consult contingency plans for procedures to be taken. 

Analysis 

Meal kits were picked up from the Howard County Corrections Department and 

delivered to three locations on Tuesday and two locations on Wednesday.  These 

locations where chosen for their accessibility for subsidized customers and spread 

throughout the county to give more residence an opportunity to participate in the 

program.  The delivery schedule gave between 1- 2 hours between locations to allow for 

pickup of additional meal kits or to adjust to any unpredicted problems.  All the pickup 

locations sold out quickly with the exception of the North Laurel Community Center.  
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The time of pick up, 11:30 am to 1:00 pm at the North Laurel Community Center 

seemed to be inconvenient for customer in that area so it was changed to 4:30 to 6:00 

pm which increased sales at that location.  The North Laurel location, even with the time 

change, had the lowest number of sales out of all the locations.   

The majority of customers paid with cash, with the rest paying with EBT and credit 

cards.  The program had two different providers and machines to take EBT and credit 

cards.  The credit card machine was dependent on a laptop computer with an internet 

connection and provided by Govolution, LLC.  Govolution has a contract with Howard 

County to provide credit card processing for the county.  EBT payments were processed 

through an iphone attached to a small printer.  The equipment was provided through 

Worldpay.  Worldpay works with Marketlink which is a provider of EBT/credit cards for 

farmers markets in Maryland.  We obtained the EBT processing equipment through the 

Maryland Farmers Market Association. 

 The Ford transit van was provided by Apple Ford on a free lease ending January 20, 

2015.  The van was able to hold between 70 to 90 meal kits, depending on the size of 

containers used for storage.  The refrigeration of the van did a good job of staying at the 

necessary 41 degrees or below, even on hot days.  The four cylinder engine did well on 

gas mileage and had enough power to run the compressor. 

Recommendations 

The existing location and times for pick up were all well attended with the exception to 

the North Laurel Community Center.  In the beginning, the North Laurel Community 

Center had a pick up time of 11:30 am – 1:00 pm to capitalize on the senior’s citizens 

that frequent the facility for lunch.  The patronage of these seniors did not support the 

pickup location as expected and was inconvenient for families in the area.  The time was 

changed to 4:30 pm – 6:00 pm on week 9 which increased sales of the location by 50%.  

The location, however, still sold an average of 9 less kits than any of the other locations.   

The location geographically was a good pick up location serving southeast Howard 

County and showing great potential but the specific location of the Community Center 

did not get enough exposure.  The local Elementary, Middle Schools, and Healthy 

Howard were instrumental in the area to boast sales and should be consulted on a new 

location for North Laurel that is more convenient for the community.  

Additional pick up locations should be added to allow for an increase of sales of meal 

kits.   Two more drops off location should be added - one in Western Howard County 

and one at the Roving Radish facility.  The western part of the county right now does not 

have a convenient pick up location and should have one to make sure all of Howard 

County can participate in the Roving Radish connecting our community.  Having 

customers pick up at the Roving Radish facility give the program a pick up location that 

is not limited by the capacity or need of a refrigerated van.  
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Having two different sets of equipment for credit card and EBT payments was 

redundant and added to the responsibilities of the market manager.  The EBT payment 

machine also had the capability of processing credit/debit cards while the credit card 

machine could only take credit payments.  The equipment and provider of the current 

EBT payment machine was better and had superior customer support than that of the 

credit card.  If possible the credit card machine and its provider, Govolution LLC, should 

be eliminated.  The EBT machine and processing provided by Worldpay should take the 

current credit machine and processors place allowing the program to take both EBT and 

credit card payments through the same machine. 

The current Roving Radish van should be purchased at the cost of $15,401.76.  The vans 

msrp is $25,200.00 and a comparable refrigerated van would cost between $27,000 and 

$35,000. The reasonable price of the van in conjunction with the fact that $1,786.36 was 

spent to decal the van makes it a great value.  The Roving Radish current Profit and Loss 

report includes the purchasing of a refrigerated van at a cost of $35,000.  If the current 

van was purchased the Roving Radish program would be $20,000 closer to its goal of 

being self-sufficient by year four.   The van has a capacity of 72 plus meal kits which is 

adequate to handle the projected sales increase to 450 meal kits in year four.  The van is 

an integral part of the Roving Radish and the current van, at this cost, would allow the 

program to grow while being cost effective. 

Administrative Post Delivery Phase 

18. Banking: (Market Manager) 

All deposits of cash and checks were done on Wednesday Evening.   The cash box 

contained (30) one dollar bills, (10) five dollar bills, and (2) ten dollar bills. 

19. Accounting: (Market Manager, Dept of Finance) 

All receipts for materials and paid service for Roving Radish were kept and recorded in 

Excel.  A monthly financial report was provided to the Food Policy Executive 

Committee. 

20. Evaluation: (Market Manager, Food Policy Director, Food Policy 

Executive Committee) 

On Monday of each week the Roving Radish program was evaluated to measure the 

success of program, efficiency of processes, and ways to improve the program to reach 

set goals.  The Market Manager and Food Policy Director provided necessary data to 

facilitate evaluation. 

Analysis 

The accounting of the Roving Radish was tracked and presented using Excel.  As the 

program grows it may be necessary to use accounting software.  The meeting held on 

Monday with the food policy executive committee was beneficial in relaying information 
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on the program’s status and allowing for decisions regarding the program to be made in 

a timely fashion.  

Recommendation 

Coordination with the Food policy group and the Roving Radish should continue on a 

regular basis.  These meetings allow all involved parties to be aware of progress of the 

program and any challenges it may have.  The meetings resulted in beneficial dialogue, 

generation of ideas and well thought out decisions. 
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The Howard County Roving Radish 
Summary of Recommendations 

 
 Planning of recipes prior to start of program to allow for adjustments and pricing. 

 Creation of recipe development team of volunteers to find, adjust and test 

recipes. 

 Improve website to include a “shopping cart” to limit amount of unintended 

orders and make more user friendly.  This could become a project for Computer 

Science students at local college. 

 Procurement of more local produce still using Common Market for procurement 

as necessary. 

 Reduce cost to produce kit by obtaining sponsors to provide spices, dry goods and 

can goods at a reduced cost. 

 Adjust procurement schedule to have dry goods and produce ordered on 

Thursday mornings.  Protein would continue to be ordered Monday one week 

prior to meal kit assembly. 

 Dedicated facility to allow for more production, training, inventory control and 

act as another pick-up location. 

 Purchase of chamber vacuum sealer to allow for better packaging of liquids, 

preserve freshness of produce and lower cost of packaging. 

 Purchase Ford transit refrigerated van for delivery.  The van is already decaled 

and has enough storage for capacity for the predicted sales for the next 2 years. 

 Change North Laurel location to another location in the same area that is more 

visible and convenient for that community. 

 Add a pick up location in the western part of the county to allow for more 

Howard County residence to conveniently participate in the program. 

 Allow for pickup of meal kits at the Roving Radish facility to increase number of 

meal kits able to be sold without need or limitations of van. 

 Use one EBT/Credit card machine to simplify payment processing. 

 Increase price of meal kits to generate a small profit to sustain program. 

 Have set number of subsidizes kits available to correlate with amount of funding 

available to support those sales. 

 Continue to develop new income steams for the program through new products, 

fund raisers and donations. 
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Howard County Roving Radish 
Sustainability Report 

 
One of the goals of the Roving Radish pilot program was to determine if the program 

could be self-sustaining, and if not, how much assistance would be needed for the 

program to continue.  The pilot gave us data on our communities need and want of the 

program, operational needs to run the program and costs involved with running 

program.  This information was valuable to determine what would be needed to sustain 

the program. 

The sustainability of the Roving Radish relies on the commitment of the community to 

purchase meal kits.  The community from the first declaration of the program showed 

great support for the program.  After the ceremony announcing the program we received 

250 emails of inquiry and request to be part of the program.  The first week of sales we 

sold all 125 kits and sold out online every week after.  The online sales where on average 

sold out for most pick up sites a week in advance.  Despite the lack of marketing, the 

programs customer base grew from the initial 250 inquiries to 590 participants.  The 

growth of the program was achieved through word of mouth.  The overwhelming 

support and participation of the program despite the lack of marketing shows that the 

program has the customer support needed to sustain it in the future.  To further this 

support more volunteer opportunities should be available to reinforce the community’s 

involvement with the program.  Volunteers could assist with recipe development, 

marketing, fundraising, and office tasks.  Volunteers are very important in the future of 

the Roving Radish.  These volunteers do not just assist in keeping the program 

financially sound but bring the community together and strengthen the community’s 

commitment of the program. 

In order for the Roving Radish to become more sustainable, an increase in sales of meal 

kits would be would be necessary.  Sales would need to increase from 140 meal kits a 

week to 450 meal kits a week by year four of the program.  In order to allow for these 

increased sales, a new dedicated location would be needed handle the increase in 

production of meal kits.  The pilot operated out of the Environmental Sustainability 

office and the packing and storage was done at the Howard County Detention Center.  

The current facility has a maximum capacity of 140 meal kits created per week.  The 

ideal facility would have a 8’ x 12’ walk in refrigerator, 6’ x 8’ walk in  freezer, 8’ x 12’ dry 

storage,  three compartment sink, stainless steel prepping and packing tables, and (3) 

offices.  A new location would allow for the increased meal kit preparation, more 

volunteer opportunity, increased inventory control, and development of a more involved 

training program for inmates.  It would also act as another pick up location for 

customers furthering the effort to make the Roving Radish sustainable.      
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The Roving Radish needs to make a profit from meal kit sales to generate enough 

income to sustain its operations. The meal kits currently are costing an average of $24 

per meal kit and being sold at an unsubsidized sale price of $24 per meal kit.  This 

allows for no profit to be made to help support the subsidized customer’s meal kits sold 

at sale price of $10 per meal kit.  The sale price of meal kits must be raises and cost to 

make meal kits lowered to generate a profit.  This could be done in many different ways 

and the following is a suggestion of how this could be accomplished. If the unsubsidized 

meal kits sale price was raised to $35, along with reducing the meal kit cost to $18.75 

per meal kit.  This would allow for more profit which would support the sale of 

subsidized meal kits.  The subsidized meal kit sale price would need to increase as well 

to $20 per kit to prevent losing money on these sales and generate a small profit to 

sustain the program.  Subsidized meal kits would also have to be limited to 30% percent 

of total sale.  The subsidized sales, although an important part of the Roving Radish, 

need to be controlled in order for the program to continue with a minimal amount of 

outside financial support.  This percentage of subsidized sales could be increased with 

additional funding from support groups or fund raising.  With the gained experience 

from the programs pilot year, the reduction of meal kit costs from $24 to $18.75 can be 

achieved.  With the utilization of a vacuum sealer, preplanning of recipes, and obtaining 

sponsors for can and dry goods, the reduction of meal kits cost is possible. The increase 

in meal kits sale prices will have some initial resistance from customers, but is necessary 

for the program to be sustainable.  These increases are reasonable and should be 

marketed to our customers as the price per serving they are paying rather than the total 

price of meal kits.  At the increased sale price one serving is costing a customer $3.00 at 

the unsubsidized price and $2.50 per serving at subsidized sale price.  This is a real 

bargain for meals that are healthy, contain prepared fresh regional / local produce, 

regional/local proteins and printed healthy recipes on durable card stock for later use.   

The Roving Radish has a bright future - and with some changes and additions - can 

become a permanent fixture in the Howard County community.  The great impact the 

Roving Radish has had on our community and farmers, at a low financial cost, make it a 

very unique and valuable program to the community and one worth continuing. 
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Roving Radish Survey Results  

The Roving Radish Pilot Program: 
The Roving Radish pilot program delivered fresh meal kits, for families to create fresh 

affordable meals. Managed by Howard County, in partnership with the Horizon Foundation and 

the United Way, the Roving Radish pilot was a key piece of the Howard County’s efforts to build 

a healthier and more sustainable regional food system. 

 

Survey methods: 
The pilot program operated for 20 weeks from June to November 2014 delivering fresh meal 

kits to 5 Howard County locations.   In order to evaluate and improve the program, two cross-

sectional surveys were conducted during week 2 (33 surveys) and week 19 (101 surveys). The 

surveys consisted of 16 questions, took 5-7 minutes, and were administered in person, at the 

pick-up sites.  

 

Survey question domains included: 

1. Current dietary habits: fruit, vegetable and soda consumption. 
2. Roving Radish experience: reasons for participating, frequency of participation, 

satisfaction scores. 
3. Demographics; medical conditions, food assistance, sex, age bracket, race, household 

size, and location. 
 

Key finding include: 
 92% gave the Roving Radish program the highest satisfaction rating.  

 

 Health was reported as the primary motivator for participants (92%), with freshness, 
affordability, food preparation, eating at home and supporting local farmers all identified 
as very important.* 

 

* 3% reported eating at home was not a motivating factor because they would eat at home, with or without the Roving 

Radish. 

Demographics: 

 22% of people identified themselves in the 35-44 age range, 22% as 45 to 54, the others 
ranged from under 24 to over 75 years old. 
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 82% of participants were female, 99% non-Hispanic, and 63% white. Most households 
had 2-3 residents, and 41% of households surveyed had no children. 96% reported living 
or working in Howard County. 

 

 Obesity (46%) (Howard County population data reports 18.81% obesity in 2011) and 
hypertension (44%) were the most common medical conditions reported; 24% of 
participants reported no medical conditions in their households. 

 

 

Dietary habits at week 19: 

 57% people reported having consumed vegetables once a day 

 56% had fruit once a day  

 70% had no non-diet soda in the past week 
 

Food security: 

 61% reported being food secure  

 16% reported that, during the last year they were often worried that their food would run 
out before being able to afford to buy more. 

 

 57% identified fresh produce as available but not affordable in their neighborhood.  
 

Assistance programs 

 45% of respondents reported receiving federal nutrition benefits in the past 12 months.  
 

 23% of respondents reported using food stamps (4.7% of Howard County residents 
receive food stamps) 

 

 19% of respondents reported using the school meal program (11.16% of Howard County 
children receive school meals) 
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Howard County Roving Radish 
Testimonials Pilot 2014 

 
This program was absolutely wonderful. I wish I had done from the first meal. The ones I 

received were very well put together and a great way to learn about the preparation of 

veggies we never ate, because we didn't know how to prepare it. Not only did we learn about 

healthy cooking but also learned how eating healthy taste good too. I have shared the recipes. I 

hope this program will be offered again next year. 

 

I know of three families who want get on board with this program. And this is a great way to 

jump start a healthier lifestyle! I have made many of the meals again and it was easy to do. 

Please, please, please, do this again! 

 

Leslie 

 

 
The food program, The Roving Radish, is not only a novel idea that greatly benefits the 

community, but also, one which can serve as an example to other counties in the state.  The 

menus that accompany the food each week have provided my family with tasty recipes that 

are new to them.  The directions are simply written and quickly carried out. This has allowed 

families to enjoy fresh foods, in lieu of processed foods during the week days, and that is far 

healthier for all of us.  

The cost of the two meals is very reasonable and the pickup arrangements excellent.  I am 

certain that The Roving Radish can be classified as one of the best programs in Howard 

County, and its impact on the citizens far-reaching. In my opinion, this is an excellent way to 

encourage healthy eating. 

Keitha Lindsey 
 

 
Roving Radish was a tremendous help to our family the past few months. While we have an 

above average income and did not qualify for the discounted pricing, we went every 

Wednesday to North Laurel Community Center to pick up our Roving Radish and have told 

many friends about the program. The fact that it gave us two meals per week that we didn't 

have to plan, grocery shop, or prep the food for, yet we didn't have to go out to a restaurant 
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for and we knew they were healthy, balanced meals that were available from local farmers 

was invaluable to us. We would have bought 3 or 4 meals per week from RR if we could! With 

very tight schedules, two kids, and two working spouses, we are already missing it after one 

week of absence and look forward to its return as soon as possible! 

Thank you for your consideration, 

Neil Hunt 

___________________________________________________________ 

I found out about the Roving Radish program in July from a neighbor and signed up right 

away. From the beginning, my husband and I enjoyed our healthy, diverse and varied meals. 

It was a pleasure to have much of the prep work done so all that we needed to do was to follow 

the recipes to assemble our meals. The subsidized meal cost was wonderful. My husband has 

been disabled for many years, receiving social security disability since 1992. Even though I am 

employed full time, living with a disability and many ongoing chronic health needs including 

Type I Diabetes is very expensive.  

 

Prescription drugs, co-pays, paratransit, dental and other health related costs all add up, so it 

was a real asset to not have set income limitations on the program. The most important benefit 

of the program was that it exposed us to all sorts of healthy foods and recipes. We have 

already made several meals since the end of the program using the recipe cards, have shared 

the website with friends and families and have broadened our meal planning to include 

Roving Radish favorites. We have a new world of vegetables to include as healthy options 

when meal planning including butternut squash, leeks, fresh spinach, kale in addition to new 

appreciation and enjoyment of ground turkey and other meats from local farms. The fresh 

taste can’t be compared to typical grocery store meats. The website was very user friendly and 

the Bridgeway Community Church pick up site and time was very convenient. James was 

always pleasant and efficient as he processed meal pick ups with personal attention to each 

client. We hope that the program will continue next year as it was very worthwhile experience 

for us. 

 

 Congratulations on a successful 2014 and all the best for Roving Radish 2015! 

 
Sincerely, Barbara and Steve Lokitis 
 

My wife and I have found the Roving Radish to be an excellent program that has helped my 

family a lot.  Due to my wife’s recent illness and family job situation, we found ourselves in 

need of assistance with expenses and cooking. The Roving Radish meals are well thought out, 

healthy, and delicious, and can be prepared quickly. They exposed us to a variety of healthy 

food that tasted great and were quickly prepared at low cost. 
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I highly recommend that this program be continued in the near future, as it has helped out my 

family both with healthy eating and stress, as the meals were well thought out and easy to 

prepare. We very much appreciated it when it came around and we very much hope we can 

still use the program for its health and cost and stress free benefits. 

Sincerely, 
Richard and Kimberly Griffith 
Columbia, MD 
301 490 2627 

____________________________________________________________ 

I am writing in strong support of the Roving Radish program.  I was a full price customer and 

enjoyed the program as a way to save time and eat healthy.  I can say with 100% certainty 

that my family ate healthier and tried new foods (and enjoyed them) as a result of the 

program. 

To me the main benefits of the program were: 

 Time savings (ingredients conveniently pre-chopped and portioned; reduced store 

visits) 

 Support of local farms 

 Fresh food 

 Easy/convenient pickup of meals 

 Affordable cost 

           

I think that it is rare that one program could touch the varied needs of different communities.  

For the lower income- healthy, affordable food.  For the farmers- increased local sales.  For the 

families with overloaded schedules- time and healthy eating.  

  

It seems, from what I have read, that resources were used wisely (using donations for 

subsidized meals, one truck serving different locations for pickup serve many people 

conveniently, etc.)  and I think it could be a sustainable program.  I don’t know what the 

county costs were for this program, but if the costs can be kept down, I enjoyed the Roving 

Radish program, and I hope it comes back in the future!  

  
 Christine Gorschboth 
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Good afternoon! This may not sound very original, but you are welcome to use this as a 

testimonial. Thanks again for the program! 

We participated in the 2014 Roving Radish program 19 out of 20 weeks, and we loved it. It 

was fun, healthy, and delicious! The recipes were pretty easy to cook, and having the 

ingredients already measured and prepped was a big help. My husband and I really enjoyed 

trying new recipes and ingredients, some of which we will introduce into our regular cooking 

plans. Thank you so much... and we hope to see the program again next year. 

Ellen in North Laurel 

 

 
Wonderful and fairly price great recipes 

Dianne Harrod 

____________________________________________________________ 
 
I just wanted to write to thank everyone that put together Roving Radish and moved the 

location to North Laurel Community Center.  This location was perfect for my family to pick 

up meals in the middle of the week where nights are busy and preparing health meals is 

almost impossible.  I enjoyed trying new dishes and was pleased with the fresh local produce 

that was provided.  I really hope this program continues in the future.  I really helps us 

working moms out with getting meals on the table quickly and affordably.  Thanks so much 

for accommodating us and providing great service as well.  I hope to see you in the spring!!! 

Shannon B. Taitt, MPA 

Public Health Analyst 

 

I was so pleased to participate in this program!   I am single mother on a very tight budget 

and often find processed food is the unhappy alternative to stretch that budget.  The delightful 

and fresh meals at such an amazing price really made the program a god send on some 

weeks.  As a working parent, the prepped ingredients gave me the opportunity to make fresh 

meals on nights that may have resorted to fast food due to time and budget constraints.  The 

menus offered great variety and flavors.  My only recommendation would be to perhaps have 

a few offerings with less intense flavors for younger palates. 
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Otherwise, the program was a HUGE success and I would be so happy to participate in it 

again if it continues.  Not to mention, the incredibly friendly, kind and efficient staff members 

who made pick up a BREEZE! 

 

Many thanks to all who worked hard to make the program such a benefit! 

 

Susan Bryant  

 

 
I absolutely loved the Roving Radish. The recipes were easy to follow and make and I’ve made 

several of them several times. The quality of the produce was great and the portions were good 

as well, in particular considering that I have 2 bottomless teenagers. 

The only issue I saw was the amount of plastic used to package the spices etc. While I don’t 

have a better solution, short of reusable plastic containers with a deposit, which of course 

would add to the workload on your end, I would suggest that soy sauce should fall into the 

same category as olive oil, salt, pepper, i.e. an ingredient the participants can reasonably be 

expected to have at home and you don’t need to supply. 

Regards, 

Angie D. Heyder 

____________________________________________________________ 

I only found out about the Roving Radish in October, but I was able to order 2 weeks of meals.   

 

I work in the evenings, so I have to eat in the afternoon then leave food for my family to have 

at dinner-time.  I often don't have time to shop then prepare healthy meals and so I often 

resort to convenience food.   

 

The Roving Radish meals changed that for us.  Because everything was prepared in advance, I 

could make these meals quickly and leave them for my family.  They were delicious and 

healthy, and I will definitely sign up as soon as the program starts next year. 

 

Thank you so much for doing this, 

 

Doreen 
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What can I say about the Roving Radish program?  

I am unemployed, and my unemployment benefits ran out a long time ago. After depleting my 

savings and retirement accounts, I have $0 income and food became a luxury for me. I began 

receiving SNAP benefits in June and am grateful for the assistance as I seek employment. 

I did not join the Roving Radish program until October and what a difference it made in my 

life. The recipes were inviting, food was fresh, and everything was included. It was very easy 

to order the meals online, schedule my preferred pickup location, and then have groceries that 

would sometimes last my household for a week. The $10 cost each week meant I was able to 

stretch my benefits to last longer and that was important as plan for stretching my December 

food benefits. 

The quick response I always received  after leaving a message, and friendly service from 

James was just the icing on the cake. I hope that this program expands next year as it provides 

a great service to the community. I look forward to being a customer next year, hopefully one 

who will be paying without SNAP benefits. 

Sincerely, 

Cheryle Lafayette 

 

 

Well worth it for me.  Thanks a bunch. 

Gregory Miller 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

I just wanted to give a strong vote of support for the Robing Radish program.    My wife and 

were glad to see use this service.  We appreciated the friendly staff, the portion sizes that made 

sense (this helped us in preparing our regular meals!), and the variety of meals and recipes.  

We've recreated several of the dishes since we started using this program. 

 

We're also glad that people in need can get subsidized pricing for their meals--it's good to see a 

program in our county that tries to bridge the gap between the more and less-fortunate. 

 

Both of us hope this program continues, and is promoted throughout the county.    
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Thank you, 

Michael  

 

Michael Parrish 

Navigant 

202 973 4505 work / 301 785 7582 cell 

 

I am writing to tell you how Roving Radish helped me and my son (autism). We sometimes 

have to use food pantry but this program help us a lot. By providing us with produce we 

otherwise could not afford, recipe's on how to cook them.  it was a great experience. We both 

tried vegetables we never had and we cook them together. We cannot wait for next year.  

Thank you 

Gina and Marcel 

 

 

I heard about this from my daughter and decided to try it.  I live alone and usually do not cook 

for just me.  It seemed too expensive to buy a lot of food for just me and I hate to waste.  This 

program was perfect for a senior citizen on a fixed income.  I have been healthier and love to 

cook again.  I live in a 55 + community and a lot of older single persons feel the same way I 

did.  I share meals with them and they appreciate it.  I have given a meal or two away to 

others to try and some have signed up as well.  I have been on a smaller budget since I moved 

here after a divorce and I eat better than I have in a long time.  The recipes are easy to follow 

and the food fresh and the two meals last me a week. I have at least two dinners, two lunches 

and share some, freeze some and not one thing goes to waste.   I work full time and a lot of 

nights I would just have a bowl of cereal but now that preparation is so easy I actually cook 

when I get home and eat a hot meal more often.  Thank you all for making this program work 

as well as it has this year.  I hope you come back next year!   

Veronica Christensen  

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What a wonderful collaboration this program developed.  The food provided was super fresh 

and healthy, and having the ingredients already chopped and proportioned was a super time 

saver on a busy midweek working day.  There were so many wonderful salads, veggies and 
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recipes that I never would have thought to try.   Planning for weekly meals was a cinch with 

your program. 

PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE find the funds to do this program again as soon as possible.   

So happy my payment subsidized those in need. 

THIS IS A GREAT PROGRAM! 

 Carole MacPhee 

 

 

I love the program.  I can get fresh food for a reasonable price.  The recipes are great!  The 

mixture of foods and seasonings is terrific-- very tasteful! 

 

Thanks! 

Nancy Baldwin 

 

 

I am hopeful that The Roving Radish will continue next year. I was late into the summer when 

I learned about the program. The meals are delicious . It is so much fun to look forward to the 

recipes each week . A lot of time and effort goes into the planning each week. All the 

ingredients are always fresh and ready to go when you get home. I think,it is a real boost tour 

county. The program is an excellent advocate for healthy eating and has a focus on all fresh 

ingredients.  

 

Thank you,  

Lyn Goeke 

 

 

I loved getting the meal kits. It made meal time so much easier and we were eating more 

healthy food than we usually do. After several months the recipes seemed very similar to 

others so I didn't order as often.  I wasn't working at the time, so I had no problem going to 

pick up the kits.  However most working people would find the pick up times fairly 

inconvenient.   I look forward to participating next year!   

 

Thanks, 

 Carolyn Bassler  
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Roving Radish Rave! 

I am a loyal Roving Radish customer, having ordered from Week 1 onward, and I was both 

very impressed with and thoroughly appreciated and enjoyed the program.   

Benefits from my point of view: 

1) Healthy and affordable:  Food was always fresh and delicious, and priced right.  I paid the 

full price, and I felt it was fair for the amount and quality of food we received.  I am very 

happy that Roving Radish was able to offer discounted kits to those in need - what an 

awesome help that must have been to someone on a limited income! 

2) Adventurous and creative: The recipes were varied and always yummy!  A big bonus for 

my husband and I was that it "encouraged" us to try new things  -  I had never cooked with 

ingredients such as kale or swiss chard, and if I had just brought them into the house on my 

own, my husband never would have tried them, but with Roving Radish, he did!  (I can't say he 

always liked them, but he at least tried them, which was a big step for him!) 

3) Created a change in my shopping and eating habits:  Since we are now a household of two, 

we actually were able to stretch the two meals into almost a full week's dinners and/or lunches 

(leftovers!)  I found myself buying very few frozen dinners, which were a staple in our house 

before Roving Radish, and more fresh, wholesome ingredients (Roving Radish was a good 

influence!), which in the end cost no more, and probably less, than the way I used to shop. 

4) Helped me develop a recipe base which we will continue to use until Roving Radish is 

(hopefully) able to resume in the spring! 

5)Helpful and efficient staff, and awesome delivery system!  (Thanks for all your hard work, 

James!) 

In short, Roving Radish was awesome, and I truly hope that it will continue in the spring!  All 

in all, I think it made some big and important changes in the lives of those who participated! 

Again, thanks, James, and anyone else who was involved, also! 

Kathy Bastian 
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The Roving Radish is a great program for Howard County Residents. It gives families on the 

go ingredients for fresh healthy meals on a weekly basis. It provides a subsidy for those meals 

to families with low incomes. It utilizes fresh ingredients often locally grown an acquired and 

distributes the food and recipes from convenient locations.  The staff has been flexible and 

supportive. We are looking forward to participating next year!  

Susan Daddio 

 

 

I am a single mother to a 4 year old. I saw a flyer at the WIC office and was blown away with 

the deal. The program was a life saver. My food stamps were recently lowered to $35 a month 

because i finally started receiving child support. To be able to cook my son a healthy meal was 

the most amazing feeling. The security of knowing that I didn't have to worry about dinner for 

two days out of the week every week was a blessing. The recipes were easy to follow and the 

packaging was a time saver. We have healthy howard and our kids are being taught to eat 

healthy. However with food prices how can we feed them healthy food once they get home or 

when WIC ends when they reach their 5th birthday? Please bring back the program.  

DeShonda Smith 

 

 

I only learned about the Roving Radish program near the very end. However, I was able to 

participate for one week. The food that I got was delicious, fresh, and nutritious! I really 

appreciated being able to have healthy food, that I wouldn't ordinarily be able to afford. The 

turkey breast fed me for a number of days. What a treat! I sincerely hope you are able to have 

this program in 2015. I look forward to participating every week. Thanks so much for this 

program. It is an answer to a prayer. 

Sincerely, 

Sylvia Bryant 

 

 

The Roving Radish program was exceptional on many levels. It helped me to lose weight as it 

introduced recipes with many vegetables. The cost was unbeatable at a time when everything 

else is sky high. It has changed my way of eating and cooking. I have purchased several 
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cookbooks based on the changes introduced by the program. The recipes for the most part 

were easy to fix and very interesting. I am hopeful that the program will continue to 

encourage a healthier Howard County!  

Cheryle Clopton 

__________________________________________________________________ 

I joined the program late (in mid-Oct.) and only picked up meal kits on 2 occasions, but I really 

enjoyed participating in the program.  I ate vegetables that I do not typically eat--brussel 

sprouts and spaghetti squash.  

The squash dish in particular was really delicious.  I had never made it before, but plan to do 

so again.  The smoked turkey & bean soup was really good too, and since there was some 

smoked turkey left over that I froze, I made the dish again after purchasing the other 

ingredients at the grocery store and will be enjoying it for dinner tonight.  The cost was very 

reasonable, and I will sign up again next summer if the program is offered again.  Thank you 

for making this program available in Howard County. Please offer it again.   

Elaine Diggs 

 

 

In regards to the Roving Radish program, I was very skeptical but my daughter,who is on the 

Horizon Council, really wanted us to try it.  I was so glad we did.  It is an excellent program 

that provides healthy meals at a reasonable cost and requires very little effort on the 

preparation.  It gave us a recipe for kale salad that we have recreated many times.  The 

program is good for busy HoCo families since it makes a healthy preparation easy and quick. I 

would see it as a benefit for couples or single people, as well, since this would allow them to 

have a second meal that could be for lunch or dinner the next day.   

I was very impressed with the Roving Radish and have recommended it to other people who 

are eager to try new things and work on eating healthy but tasty food while supporting our 

local merchants. 

Cecilia DeSilva Selbrede 

703-300-2546 cell 

443-535-8574 home 

cselbrede@verizon.net 

mailto:cselbrede@verizon.net
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Annyeon Sir 

My first meals from Roving Radish was so easy to prepare that even I , a 69 year old non-

cooker, could do it. Thank you (kamsahapnida) and be Blessed! 

 

Candie Campbell 

__________________________________________________________________ 

   I just wanted to share with you how very much my family enjoyed your program this 

year.  We are looking forward to it again next summer.  Hopefully our new administration (of 

which I'm a supporter) will see the value in the program and give it their stamp of approval 

for renewal. 

  

     My husband and I are both seniors with various health issues and because of our health 

issues we are also following the Weight Watcher program to improve our health.  With the 

nutritional information that was provided with each recipe, we were able to track the WW 

points for each meal and stay on our program.  The points value of the meals was usually 

fairly low which means we were eating nutritious meals and staying within our diet. 

  

     We received our meals at a reduced rate because we have a son and daughter who receive 

medical assistance.  Receiving two meals at a reduced rate every week allowed us to lower our 

food budget each week. 

  

     My son who can be a picky eater actually started to look forward to the "Radish meals" as 

he called them.  I don't think there was any meal that we didn't like and I look forward to using 

the recipes throughout the year.  The meals actually challenged us to eat some things that we 

may not have selected on our own but now we know that we liked the food and will serve it 

again.  One of my favorite things about the program is that two nights a week I as the cook 

didn't have to decide what was for dinner (my least favorite thing about cooking).  The way 

the ingredients were prepared and ready for cooking was also a big help to the cook. 

  

     I would like to say that it was always a pleasure meeting you at the truck, James.  You were 

always very friendly and helpful and also knowledgeable about the produce that you were 

providing to us.  You were an excellent choice to run this program and I hope that you will be 

back with it if the program is renewed. 
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Blessings in the new year! 

Sincerely, 

Dennis & Sarah Lippa 

__________________________________________________________________ 

It is near impossible to find a meal solution for busy families that is reasonably priced, 

healthy, quick, and convenient, but the Roving Radish was exactly that. I already miss the 

Roving Radish and really hope it comes back next year, in fact, I wish we could have it year 

round! 

Korin Sharp, North Laurel 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

I was very grateful for the roving radish. I was very happy with the quality of my produce. 

The recipes were easy to follow. It's a great program and a blessing for my family. 

 

Iyea Brandy 

 

 

Thanks to the Roving Radish program I ate better meals that I could otherwise not afford.  The 

stores in Columbia are full of fresh produce and organic items but they are far too expense for 

me to purchase. The food from the Roving Radish was fresh and there was a variety so that it 

was exciting for me to see what would be on the menu.  I will be the first to admit I am not a 

cook but even I could put together the meals quickly and with little fuss. 

I hope the program continues, we need it here in Howard County for many people. James was 

a pleasure to work with and seemed happy to work with all of us. I am sure there are a lot of 

people behind the scenes and I want to thank them as well.  Keep up the good work. 

Dennis Walls 

 

 

I just wanted to send you my testimonial about roving radish.  

We used roving radish 2 different times. The food was great and was always fresh. It actually 

worked out great for our family because I was a new mother with a few day old baby when we 
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used this service. We were very grateful to have someone already take out some of the prep 

work in our dinner, especially since we could barely keep our eyes open from being so tired! 

Thank you Roving Radish!!  

Ashley Huber 

 

 

The Roving Radish was such a convenient way to try out fresh food and new recipes.  We are 

so glad we participated. 

Franc and Rachel Miller, Ellicott City 

 

 

Hello, I am very thankful for Roving Radish. My uncle is in his 80's and living independently. 

Roving Radish is an excellent way for him to plan his meals and get fresh food at a reasonable 

cost. The groceries come with the all the ingredients he needs to make his meals for the week 

and he only pays for the weeks that he actually uses the service. Pickup places and times are 

also convenient. Kudos's for Howard County providing such a service.  

 

Michele Brown 

 

 

The Roving Radish was absolutely wonderful. Not only did my family get to try new foods that 

were delicious, we also got to spend time together cooking. Having everything premeasured 

made it easy for my kids to help prepare dinner. They tried foods they had never had before 

and learned that foods they thought were gross actually tasted pretty good. I work long hours, 

so knowing that I had two planned out, nutritious meals for my kids was one less thing I had 

to worry about. Thank you for providing this service. I hope to see you again in the spring. I 

would also like to say thank you to James for being so friendly. It was always a joy to see him 

each week.  

 

Thank you, 

Maggie Conaway & Family 
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Me and my family loved the idea of the Roving Radish. I first read about it at the WIC office 

and i was excited to try it out.  I think it's a great and healthy idea. 
 

I'm not that great of a cook and most annoying for me is to find out what to cook. With the 

Roving Radish my problems were solved.  Affordable healthy food with the easy to follow 

recipes. 

 

It made my life definitely easier and our lifestyle more healthy.  I hope the program will 

continue soon. 

 

Thank you very much  

Christina Warden 

 

 

I first heard of the Roving Radish Program while attending a Community Fair in North 

Laurel.  I began using the program in its 4th week and I have been beyond pleased ever 

since!  As a single- working mother it is often a dilemma finding something to prepare for 

dinner that is both healthy and quick! Roving Radish definitely took the thinking out for 

me.  The meal kits I received were fresh, prepped, and recipe items were all inclusive.  Even if 

you didn’t follow the recipes, the availability of fresh healthy items afforded the ability to 

create your own meal! Kit prices were affordable for those with lower budgets.  The variety in 

recipes was especially appreciated speaking as a mother of a picky eater.  I loved sneaking 

healthy things into recipes and not having my kiddo know!  Kudos to both Roving Radish and 

Howard County for making healthy meals available for Howard County Residents! I can’t 

wait for the program to resume! 

Natisha Taylor 

(301)213-6184 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

After a hard year of financial stress, it was a nice treat to be able to enjoy gourmet level meals 

at a price we could afford.  The fact that we were also able to help out our farmer neighbors 
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made it even more appealing.  We are looking forward, with hope, to the return of the Roving 

Radish soon! 

Charity D. Respass 

 

 

My family started purchasing meal kits in September.  I wish that we had learned about this 

program sooner.  Because of this program, I was able to feed my family healthier meal options 

with a short amount of prep time.  I am a working parent with two boys.  On busy nights, I 

tend to pick up dinner or make quick, sometimes less healthier choices, for my family.  By 

participating in your program, I was able to add new recipes that we still continue to make on 

our own and introduce my family to new foods that I have not prepared for them before.  The 

kits were affordable, which is important on a teacher's salary.  By October, I had bragged 

about the program at work, and several of my colleagues had also started purchasing meal 

kits.  Please continue this program! 

Kelly Butler 

8th Grade Social Studies and Reading Modules Teacher 

Reading Team Leader 

Bonnie Branch Middle School 

 

I wanted to thank you again for this program. I participated in all 20 weeks and was thrilled 

that such a program existed. 

My family was exposed to many new recipies, using some spices and vegetables we had never 

tried before. I was especially happy about the leafy greens such as spinach and kale. I knew 

they were good for us, but hadn't realized how tasty they could be. 

I very much hope this program is renewed for next year. Expanding it to be longer would be a 

bonus and I hope that is possible.  

Thank you and have a wonderful holiday season!  

Best,  

Haley Besner 
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What a great program!  I shared the information at our Citizen Services department 

meeting.  Most had not heard of the service but deal with clients that could really use this 

resource.  I run Evidence Based Health and Wellness programs for the Office on Aging.  The 

Roving Radish has been very helpful resource for the Chronic Disease Self-Management 

Workshops as well as our Diabetes Self-Management workshops. 

I tried the program myself prior to recommending the service and I was very pleased with the 

food, quality, ease of ordering, and the idea of supporting local business and farms.  

This is a win / win for the county.  I hope that this program is available for 2015. 

Wendy Farthing 

 

 

I am writing to tell you how wonderful I found the Roving Radish service. I have three young 

children so having the time (and the hands) to cook fresh, healthy meals can be challenging. 

The fact that Roving Radish provided the recipe and all the ingredients (some even already cut 

or chopped!) enabled us to eat new, healthy meals that were actually convenient. And they 

were very affordable, too! I really hope this service will continue and I am spreading the word 

to others about it! 

 

Sarah Sommers 

Clinical Social Worker and Mother of Three 
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The Howard County Roving Radish 
Supporting Study 

 

JOHNS HOPKINS BLOOMBERG SCHOOL OF HEALTH  

CENTER FOR A LIVABLE FUTURE 

November 17, 2014 

 

 

Study Suggests Home Cooking is a Main Ingredient in Healthier Diet 

People who frequently cook meals at home eat healthier and consume fewer calories than 

those who cook less, according to new Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

research. 

“When people cook most of their meals at home, they consume fewer carbohydrates, less sugar 

and less fat than those who cook less or not at all – even if they are not trying to lose weight,” 

says Julia A. Wolfson, MPP, a CLF-Lerner Fellow at the Johns Hopkins Center for a Livable 

Future and lead author of the study. 

The findings also suggest that those who frequently cooked at home – six-to-seven nights a 

week – also consumed fewer calories on the occasions when they ate out. 

The study is to be presented at the American Public Health Association’s Annual Meeting in 

New Orleans, La., on November 17, and appear online in the journal Public Health Nutrition. 

Wolfson and co-author Sara N. Bleich, PhD, an associate professor in the Department of Health 

Policy and Management at the Bloomberg School, analyzed data from the 2007-2010 National 

Health and Nutrition Examination Survey from more than 9,000 participants aged 20 and 

older.  The survey asked detailed questions about what participants ate during a 24-hour period 

as well as other eating behaviors such as fast food in the past 30 days. The researchers found 

that 8 percent of adults cooked dinner once or less a week and this group consumed, on an 

average day, 2,301 total calories, 84 grams of fat and 135 grams of sugar. Forty-eight percent 

of participants cooked dinner six to seven times a week and they consumed 2,164 calories, 81 

grams of fat and 119 grams of sugar on an average day. The researchers also found that those 

who cook at home more frequently rely less on frozen foods and are less likely to choose fast 

foods on the occasions when they eat out. 

http://www.jhsph.edu/research/centers-and-institutes/johns-hopkins-center-for-a-livable-future/news-room/News-Releases/2014/Study-Suggests-Home-Cooking-Main-Ingredient-in-Healthier-Diet.html
http://www.jhsph.edu/research/centers-and-institutes/johns-hopkins-center-for-a-livable-future/about/fellows/bios/wolfson.html
http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayAbstract?fromPage=online&aid=9412616&fulltextType=RA&fileId=S1368980014001943
http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayAbstract?fromPage=online&aid=9412616&fulltextType=RA&fileId=S1368980014001943
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The research found blacks are more likely to live in households where cooking occurs less 

frequently than whites; and individuals who work more than 35 hours a week outside the home 

cook less, as well.    

“Obesity is an escalating public health problem that contributes to other serious health issues, 

including diabetes, high blood pressure and heart disease,” says Wolfson. “The evidence shows 

people who cook at home eat a more healthy diet. Moving forward, it’s important to educate the 

public about the benefits of cooking at home, identify strategies that encourage and enable 

more cooking at home, and help everyone, regardless of how much they cook, make healthier 

choices when eating out.” 

Wolfson says there may not be a one-size-fits-all solution to getting people to cook more. “Time 

and financial constraints are important barriers to healthy cooking and frequent cooking may not 

be feasible for everyone. But people who cook infrequently may benefit from cooking classes, 

menu preparation coaching or even lessons in how to navigate the grocery store or read calorie 

counts on menus in restaurants” 

“Is cooking at home associated with better diet quality or weight-loss intention?” was written by 

Julia A. Wolfson and Sara N. Bleich.  Funding for the study was supported by the National 

Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (grant number 1K01HL096409). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


